The antiparallel pancreatic polypeptide fold in the binding of neuropeptide Y to Y1 and Y2 receptors.
Neuropeptide Y (NPY) belongs to the pancreatic polypeptide fold (PP-fold) family of regulatory peptides. Analysis of circular dicroic spectra of NPY showed that it has a high degree of secondary structure in aqueous solution which is in agreement with the globular, folded crystal structure of PP. Using three different approaches with synthetic peptides, we have probed the importance of the PP-fold structure in the interaction of NPY with two types of binding sites, Y1 and Y2 receptors. First, stepwise construction of the NPY molecule from the C-terminal amidated end, showed that although C-terminal fragments encompassing most of the long alpha-helix reacted reasonably well with the Y2 receptor, both Y1 and Y2 receptors required the presence of both ends of the PP-fold for full activity. Second, perturbation of the PP-fold by substitution with a helix-breaking proline residue, resulted in the loss of recognition of the N-terminal segment of the molecule by both types of receptors. Finally, a hybrid analog was constructed in which the essential, but by itself inactive, C-terminal segment of NPY was joined with the PP-fold motif of PP. This segment of PP is only 43% homologous to the similar motif in NPY, and most of the common residues cluster in the hydrophobic core of the fold. Nevertheless, the hybrid analog reacted with almost full potency on the Y2 receptors. It is concluded that the antiparallel PP-fold is of structural importance for the receptor binding of NPY, and that its main function is to present the combined C- and N-terminal segments of the molecule to the receptors.